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Abstract—Drawing large graphs appropriately is an important step for the visual analysis of data from real-world networks. Here we

present a novel multilevel algorithm to compute a graph layout with respect to themaxent-stress metric proposed by Gansner

et al. (2013) that combines layout stress and entropy. As opposed to previous work, we do not solve the resulting linear systems of the

maxent-stress metric with a typical numerical solver. Instead we use a simple local iterative scheme within a multilevel approach. To

accelerate local optimization, we approximate long-range forces and use shared-memory parallelism. Our experiments validate the

high potential of our approach, which is particularly appealing for dynamic graphs. In comparison to the previously best maxent-stress

optimizer, which is sequential, our parallel implementation is on average 30 times faster already for static graphs (and still faster if

executed on a single thread) while producing a comparable solution quality.

Index Terms—Graph layout, algorithm engineering, multilevel algorithm

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

DRAWING large networks (or graphs, we use both terms
interchangeably) with hundreds of thousands of vertices

and edges has a variety of relevant applications. One of them
can be interactive visualization, which helps humansworking
on graph data to gain insights about the properties of the data.
If a very large high-end display is not available for such pur-
pose, a hierarchical approach allows the user to select an
appropriate zoom level [2] in the spirit of Shneiderman’s
information seeking mantra “Overview first, zoom and filter,
then details-on-demand” [3]. Moreover, drawings of large
graphs can also be used as a preprocessing step in high-per-
formance applications [4].

One very promising class of layout algorithms in this con-
text is based on the stress of a graph, an errormeasure between
true distances and desired target distances of vertex pairs.
Such algorithms can, for instance, be used for drawing graphs
with given distances between vertex pairs, provided a priori
in a distance matrix [5]. More recently, Gansner et al. [6] pro-
posed a similar model that includes besides the stress for
some vertex pairs an additional entropy term for the other
vertex pairs to resolve the remaining degrees of freedom in
the layout (hence its name maxent-stress). While still using
shortest path distances, this model often results in more satis-
factory layouts for large networks. The optimization problem

can be cast as solving Laplacian linear systems successively.
Since each right-hand side in this succession depends on the
previous solution, many linear systems need to be solved
until convergence.

Motivation. We want to employ this maxent-stress model
for drawing large networks quickly. Yet, solving many large
Laplacian linear systems can be quite costly. A conjugate
gradient (CG) solver (used in [6]) is easy to implement but
has superlinear running time. Solvers with provably nearly-
linear running time exist but are not yet competitive with
established methods in practice (see [7] for an experimental
comparison of such a solver with CG). Multigrid meth-
ods [8], [9], [10] for Laplacian systems may seem appealing
in this context, but their setup phase building the multigrid
hierarchy can be expensive for large graphs.

Gansner et al. [6] also suggested (but did not use) a simpler
iterative refinement procedure for solving their optimization
problem. This Jacobi method would be slow to converge if
used unmodified. However, if designed and implemented
appropriately, it has the potential for fast convergence even
on large graphs. Moreover, as already observed in [6], it has
high potential for parallelism and should work well on
dynamic graphs by profiting fromprevious solutions.

The main contribution of this paper is a new multilevel
technique to optimize for maxent-stress based on making the
alternative iterative local optimizer suggested by Gansner
et al. [6] usable and fast in practice (for details on this and
other related work see Section 2). To this end, we design and
implement a multilevel algorithm tailored to large networks
with identical or varying target edge lengths (see Section 3).
The employed coarsening algorithm for building the multi-
level hierarchy can control the trade-off between the number
of hierarchy levels and convergence speed of the local opti-
mizer. One property of the local optimizer we exploit is its
high degree of parallelism. Further acceleration is obtained by
approximating long-range forces. To this end, we use coarser
representatives stored in themultilevel hierarchy.
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In our experiments we evaluate the quality-time trade-off
of ourmethodwith respect to the reference implementation of
Gansner et al. [6]. Our experimental results in Section 4 show
that force approximation rarely affects the layout quality sig-
nificantly—in terms of maxent-stress values as well as visual
quality, see also Fig. 1. The parallel implementation of our
multilevel algorithm MulMent with force approximation is,
however, on average 30 times faster than the reference imple-
mentation—and even our sequential approximate algorithm
is faster than the reference. A contribution besides higher
speed is that, in contrast to [6], our approach does not require
an initial layout to optimize themaxent-stressmeasure.

2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Basic Concepts

Consider an undirected, connected graph G ¼ ðV;E; c;v; dÞ
with vertex weights c : V ! R�0, edge weights v : E ! R�0,
target edge lengths d : E ! R> 0, n ¼ jV j, andm ¼ jEj. Often
the function dmodels the requireddistance between two adja-
cent vertices. By default, our initial inputs will have unit edge
length d � 1 as well as unit vertex weight and edge weight
c � 1, v � 1. However, we also consider the case where d 6� 1
and will encounter weighted problems in the course of our
multilevel algorithm. LetNðvÞ :¼ u : v; uf g 2 Ef g denote the
set of neighbors of v. A clustering of a graph is a set of blocks (=
clusters) of vertices fV1; . . . ; Vkg that partition V , i.e.,
V1 [ � � � [ Vk ¼ V and Vi \ Vj ¼ ; for i 6¼ j. A layout of a graph
is represented as a coordinate vector x, where xv is the two-
dimensional coordinate of vertex v. Since edges are drawn as
straight-line segments between their incident vertices,x is suf-
ficient to define the complete graph layout.

2.2 Related Work

Most general-purpose layout algorithms for arbitrary undi-
rected graphs are based on physical analogies and can be
grouped, according to Hu and Shi [12], into two main clas-
ses: algorithms in the spring-electrical model and algorithms
in the stress model. Both classes of algorithms often yield aes-
thetically pleasing graph layouts that emphasize symme-
tries and reduce edge crossings at least in sparse graphs.
Recent surveys of algorithms in these models are given by
Hu and Shi [12] and by Kobourov [13].

In the spring-electrical model, first presented by Eades in
1984 [14], the analogy is to represent vertices as electrically
charged particles that repel each other while edges are repre-
sented as springs exerting attraction forces to adjacent verti-
ces. A graph layout is then seen as a physical system of forces
and the goal is to find an optimal layout corresponding to a

minimum energy state. Spring-electrical algorithms are also
known as spring embedders, with the algorithm by Fruchter-
man and Reingold [15] being one of the most widely used
spring embedder algorithms. It simulates the physical system
of attractive and repulsive forces and iteratively moves each
vertex into the direction of the resulting force. Each iteration
requires, however, a quadratic number of force computations
due to the repulsive forces between all pairs of vertices,
which limits the scalability of the original approach. A faster
approximate force calculation method based on quadtrees,
aggregating especially the long-range forces, has been pro-
posed by Barnes and Hut [16] and yields running times of
Oðn lognÞ under certain assumptions.

The (full) stress model is closely related to multidimen-
sional scaling [17], and was introduced in graph drawing
by Kamada and Kawai [18]. It is based on defining ideal dis-
tances duv not only between adjacent vertices but between
all vertex pairs ðu; vÞ 2 V � V and then minimizing the lay-
out stress

P
u 6¼v wuvðjjxu � xvjj � duvÞ2, where wuv is a weight

factor typically chosen as wuv ¼ 1=d2uv. Often, the distance
duv between adjacent vertices is set to 1, while the distance
of non-adjacent vertices is the shortest-path distance in the
graph. Solving this model is typically done by iteratively
solving a series of linear systems [5]. The need to compute
all-pairs shortest paths and to store a quadratic number of
distances again defeats the scalability of this original
approach for large graphs. One of the fastest algorithms for
approximately solving the stress model instead is Piv-
otMDS [11], which uses the related strain model and
requires distance calculations from each vertex only to a
small set of k� n suitably chosen pivot vertices. Glint [19]
performs comparably to PivotMDS and is based on a similar
idea to compute only a small number of distances between
randomly sampled points. Yet, it does not consider graph-
based distances and is phrased in terms of point sets with a
distance metric. Recently, a new sparse stress model has
been proposed by Ortmann et al. [20]. In their model a rela-
tively small number k of pivot vertices is sampled, which
act as representatives of an induced flat partition of the
input graph. Stress terms are computed only for adjacent
vertex pairs and, appropriately scaled, between vertices and
non-adjacent pivots. This reduces the space and time per
iteration to OðknþmÞ. In their experiments, the new model
is very successful in approximating the full stress model.

The stress model prescribes target distances not only for
edges but for all vertex pairs. While this is a reasonable
approach, it still brings artificial information into the layout
process. An interesting alternative has been proposed by
Gansner et al. [6]. Their algorithm (called Maxent) uses the

Fig. 1. Drawings of bcsstk31. Left to right: PivotMDS [11], GHN [6], MulMent (new).
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sparse stress model, which only contains the stress terms for
the edges of the graph. In order to deal with the remaining
degrees of freedom in the layout, they suggest using the
maximum entropy principle instead. Since our algorithm is
closely related to Maxent, we discuss it in more detail in
Section 2.3. Later, Gansner et al. [21] presented COAST, a
technique similar to Maxent that combines a sparse stress
model with a quadratic dispersion term that yields an over-
all convex optimization problem.

A general approach for speeding up layout computations
for large graphs is the multilevel technique, which has been
used in the spring-electrical [22], [23], [24] and in the stress
model [25]. A multilevel algorithm computes a sequence of
increasingly coarse but structurally related graphs as
abstractions of the original graph. Starting from a layout of
the coarsest graph, incremental refinement steps using the
previous layout as a scaffold eventually produce a layout of
the entire input graph, where the refinement steps are fast
due to the good initial layouts. Hachul and J€unger [26] per-
formed an extensive experimental evaluation of state-of-
the-art layout algorithms for large graphs, including multi-
level algorithms, and Bartel et al. [27] experimentally com-
pared different combinations of coarsening, placement, and
layout methods for the generic multilevel approach. While
the studies did not point out a single algorithm that was rec-
ommended for all purposes but rather a set of reasonable
choices, they did show that multilevel methods generally
produced good layouts and scaled well.

In addition to sequential algorithms for drawing large
graphs, there is previous research in parallel layout algo-
rithms, some using a graphics processing unit (GPU), others
using distributed computingmethods. In the spring-electrical
model, Frishman and Tal [28] presented a multilevel force-
based layout algorithm and implemented it using GPU-based
parallelization. Godiyal et al. [29] implemented a fast multi-
pole force-based algorithm on the GPU, which is inspired by
the FM3 method [24] and up to four times faster than the algo-
rithm of Frishman and Tal [28]. In the stress model, Ingram
et al. [30] exploit parallel GPU computations and presented a
multilevel stress-based layout algorithm, yet not targeted to
graph distances, but more generally to point sets with pair-
wise distances. Mueller at al. [31] presented a distributed
force-directed algorithm for rendering graph layouts with a
few thousand vertices at interactive frame rates on tiled
display walls, where one processor is used per display.
Tikhonova andMa [32] implemented a parallel force-directed
algorithm and evaluated it on graphs with up to a few hun-
dred thousand edges. Hinge and Auber [33] implemented a
force-based graph layout algorithm in theMapReduce frame-
work Spark, which still took several hours to compute a lay-
out of a graph with 8.000 vertices and 35.000 edges on 16
machines with 24 cores each. Arleo et al. [34] implemented a
distributed force-directed algorithm in the Giraph framework
using a vertex-centric paradigm; they recently extended their
approach to a multi-level algorithm that draws graphs with
up to 10 million edges in about one hour using Amazon’s
cloud computing services [35].

2.3 Maxent-Stress Optimization

Gansner et al. [6] proposed the maxent-stress model that
combines a sparse stress model with an entropy term to

resolve the degrees of freedom for non-adjacent vertex
pairs. The entropy term itself is maximized when all vertices
are spread out uniformly, similarly to the repulsive forces in
the spring-electrical model. Gansner et al. [6] showed that
the maxent-stress model performs well on several measures
of layout quality in distance-based embeddings and avoids
typical shortcomings of other stress models, particularly for
non-rigid graphs. Formally, the maxent-stressMðxÞ of a lay-
out x is defined1 as

MðxÞ ¼
X
fu;vg2E

wuvðjjxu � xvjj � duvÞ2

� a
X
fu;vg62E

ln jjxu � xvjj;
(1)

where duv is the target distance between vertices u and v and
wuv is a weight factor typically chosen as wuv ¼ 1=d2uv.
Throughout the paper, we use this as a weight factor. We
call the first term the neighborhood stress of x and the second
term the entropy of x. The scaling factor a is used to modu-
late the strength of the entropy term and is gradually
reduced in the implementation.

Gansner et al. minimize the maxent-stress using a tech-
nique that repeatedly solves Laplacian linear systems, which
additionally include a repulsive force vector. Their method
requires an initial layout, which is computed with the Piv-
otMDS algorithm [11]. The repulsive forces are approximated
using the quadtree method of Barnes and Hut [16], which
aggregates forces from groups of vertices with a similar posi-
tion in the current layout.

Alternatively, they proposed (but did not implement) the
following local iterative force-based scheme to solve the
maxent-stress model:

xu  1

ru

X
fu;vg2E

wuv xv þ duv
xu � xv

kxu � xvk
� �

þ a

ru

X
fu;vg =2 E

xu � xv

kxu � xvk2
;

(2)

where ru ¼
P
fu;vg2E wuv. Note that sometimes we use the

abbreviation rðu; vÞ :¼ xu�xv
kxu�xvk2

and abbreviate these values
as r-values.

Eq. (2) is nothing but the basic Jacobi splitting method for
the corresponding Laplacian linear system. In numerical
analysis, the Jacobi method is known to smooth high fre-
quency components of the error quickly. On the other hand,
its convergence is slow since reducing the low frequency
error components takes a long time. This behavior has moti-
vated multigrid methods for solving linear equations [36],
where Jacobi can be used as a smoother. Multigrid methods
are in general among the fastest iterative solvers and pre-
conditioners for large linear systems. The term multigrid
refers to the fact that the matrix (or grid) is coarsened recur-
sively in the setup phase, yielding a hierarchy of multiple
matrices. While this setup procedure resembles the multi-
level approach we employ for graph drawing, the multigrid

1. In fact, Gansner et al. define a slightly more general model that
considers the stress term for arbitrary supersets S 	 E and allows var-
iations of the entropy term. Our algorithm also works for the general
model; to simplify the description, we restrict ourselves to the default
model.
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setup phase is different in important aspects and typically
significantly more expensive for large graphs.

Solving the linear systems for graph drawing may not
need the accuracy desired in many engineering applica-
tions. This motivates us to devise a different way of build-
ing the hierarchy.

3 MULTILEVEL MAXENT-STRESS OPTIMIZATION

As mentioned, a successful (meta)heuristic for graph draw-
ing (and other optimization problems on large graphs) is
the multilevel approach. We also employ this approach for
maxent-stress optimization for several other reasons: (i)
Some graphs (such as road networks) feature a hierarchical
structure, which can be exploited to some extent by a multi-
level approach, (ii) the computed hierarchy may be useful
later on for multiscale visualization, and (iii) it resembles
the multigrid method for solving linear equations.

Before going into detail, we briefly sketch our algorithmic
approach: The method for creating the graph hierarchy is
based on fast graph clustering with controllable cluster sizes.
Each cluster computed on one hierarchy level is contracted
into a new supervertex for the next level. We denote vertices
of contracted graphs in the hierarchy as nodes to distinguish
them from the original vertices of the input graph.After com-
puting an initial layout on the coarsest hierarchy level, we
improve the drawing on each finer level by iterating Eq. (2).
Additionally, this refinement process exploits the hierarchy
and draws nodes that are densely connected with each other
(i.e., which are in the same cluster) close to each other.

In addition, we can optionally use the very same multi-
level hierarchy for approximating long-range entropy terms.
While the general idea to aggregate forces is similar to the
well-known Barnes-Hut force approximation [16] (also used
by Gansner et al. [6] to speed up their method), the main dif-
ference is that our coarsening hierarchy is computed directly
from the graph structure rather than from the geometry of
the current (or an initial) layout as in the Barnes-Hut method.
This has two main advantages. First, the hierarchy is static
and remains valid throughout all layout iterations, whereas
the quadtree in the Barnes-Hut approach must be recom-
puted after each iteration. Second, our layout process is inde-
pendent from an externally provided initial layout, whereas
the quadtree requires vertex coordinates for the partitioning.
Finally, our algorithm considers the clustering defined by the
nodes that are h levels below (= coarser) the current node in
the hierarchy for the entropy approximation, where h is an
integer parameter to specify the approximation level. In con-
trast, the Barnes-Hut algorithm traverses the quadtree data
structure for each vertex v from the root downwards and
approximates forces to groups of sufficiently distant nodes as
high up in the hierarchy as possible. Our method requires
Oðnðhþ2Þ=ðhþ1ÞÞ time to approximate the entropy term rather
than the Oðn lognÞ time needed for the Barnes-Hut approxi-
mation, but our data-driven approach integrates well with
our clustering-based coarsening hierarchy.

3.1 Coarsening and Initial Layout

To compute the clustering, we adapt size-constrained label
propagation (SCLaP) [37], an algorithm originally developed
for coarsening and local improvement during multilevel
graph partitioning. Since, broadly speaking, graph drawing

and graph partitioning aim at grouping cohesive vertex sub-
sets, we expect the SCLaP idea to work well for multilevel
graph drawing as well. Moreover, SCLaP seems to be a good
choice in our context since it is a very fast graph clustering
algorithmwith good potential for parallelism.

More specifically, SCLaP is based on the graph clustering
algorithm label propagation [38]. The latter starts with a single-
ton clustering (i.e., each vertex is a cluster). The algorithm
then works in rounds. Roughly speaking, in each round the
algorithm visits all vertices in random order and assigns
each vertex to the predominant cluster in its neighborhood.
This way, cluster IDs (= labels) propagate through the graph
and vertices in a dense graph area usually agree on a com-
mon label. Note that the notion of being the predominant
cluster could include the distance of vertices, potentially cou-
pling vertices that are very close to each other. We tried this
as well, but preliminary experiments did not yield a signifi-
cant improvement in running time or solution quality.

However, clusters with unconstrained sizes are not desir-
able here since they would hamper convergence of the local
improvement phase. The trade-off between this conver-
gence speed and the number of hierarchy levels needs to be
chosen properly for a fast overall running time. That is why
SCLaP constrains cluster sizes, i.e., it introduces an upper
bound U :¼ maxðmaxv cðvÞ;WÞ on the cluster sizes (W is
specified below), where constraining on the maximum ver-
tex weight favors uniform coarsening. Consequently, in
each SCLaP round, vertices are assigned to the predominant
cluster that is not overloaded after the label change. An
example round of label propagation can be found in Fig. 2.

In our implementation, based on preliminary experiments,
we set the parameterW tominðbh; jV jf Þ, where b and f are tun-
ing parameters and h is the level in the hierarchy that we are
currently working on. The intuition behind this choice is that
we want the contraction process not to be too strong on the
fine levels in order to allow fast convergence of local improve-
ment algorithms, whereas we allow stronger contractions on
coarser levels. If the contracted graph is not more than 10 per-
cent smaller than the graph on the current level, we decrease
the value of f and set it to 0:7f . However, the algorithm is not
very sensitive about the precise choice of the parameters.

While the original label propagation algorithm repeats
the process until convergence, SCLaP performs at most ‘
rounds, where ‘ is a tuning parameter. One round of the
algorithm can be implemented to run in O nþmð Þ time.

Contracting a clustering works as follows: each block of
the clustering is contracted into a single node. The weight of
the node is set to the sum of the weight of all nodes in the

Fig. 2. An example round of the label propagation graph clustering algo-
rithm. Initially each vertex is in its own block. The algorithm scans all ver-
tices in a random order and moves a vertex to the block with the
strongest connection in its neighborhood.
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original block. There is an edge between two nodes u0 and v0

in the contracted graph if the two corresponding blocks in
the clustering are adjacent to each other in G, i.e., block u0

and block v0 are connected by at least one edge. The weight
of an edge ðu0; v0Þ is set to the sum of the weight of edges
that run between block u0 and block v0 of the clustering.
An example contraction is depicted in Fig. 3.

3.1.1 Initial Layout

The process of computing a size-constrained clustering and
contracting it is repeated recursively. Then an initial layout
is drawn, meaning that each of the two nodes of the coarsest
graph is assigned to a position. We place the nodes such
that the distance is optimal. The optimal distance of the two
nodes is defined and motivated in the next section.

3.2 Uncoarsening and Local Improvement

When the initial layout has been computed, the solution is
successively extended to the next finer level, where a local
maxent-stress minimizer is used to improve the layout. For
undoing the contraction, nodes that have been in a cluster
are drawn at a random position around the location of its
coarse representative. More precisely, let v be a (fine) node
that is represented by the coarse node v0 at P ¼ ðx; yÞ. We
place v at a random position in a disk around P with radius
r :¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

cðv0Þp
=2. We do this by picking an angle uniformly at

random in ½0; 2p
 and a distance to P uniformly at random
in ½0; r
. These two values are then used as a polar coordi-
nate for vwith respect to the origin P .

3.2.1 Local Improvement

Our local improvement tries to minimize the maxent-stress
on each level of the hierarchy based on Eq. (2). Note, how-
ever, that simply iterating Eq. (2) on each level is not sensi-
ble since coarse nodes represent a multitude of finer nodes.
These nodes need space to be drawn on the next finer level.
We start by explaining the case in which the distances on
the finest level are all one. Let u and v be two nodes on the
same fixed level. We adjust distances duv on the current level
in the hierarchy under consideration to

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cðuÞp

=2þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cðvÞp

=2
with the intuition that vertices represented by u should be
drawn in a circle around u with radius

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cðuÞp

=2 (similarly
for v). Note that the adjusted distances on the finest level
match the distance function. In the more general case d 6� 1,
we set the distances on the current level in the hierarchy to

Auv þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cðuÞ

p
=2þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cðvÞ

p
=2� 1;

where Auv is the average target length of the edges in the
original graph that are represented by the edge between u
and v. Note that this is a direct extension of the case d � 1, in

which we always have Auv ¼ 1. Yet, more space is reserved
if longer edges are desired. As before, the function matches
the specified distances d on the finest level of the hierarchy.

As Gansner et al. [6], we adjust the value of a in Eq. (2)
during the process. Since we want to approximate the max-
ent-stress, the value should be small. However, it cannot be
too small initially since one would only solve a sparse stress
model in this case. Hence, following Gansner et al. [6], we
set a ¼ 1 initially and gradually reduce it by a factor of 0.3
until amin ¼ 0:008 is reached.

We call a single update step of the coordinates of all verti-
ces using Eq. (2) an iteration. Multiple iterations with the same
value of a are called round. The current iteration uses the coor-
dinates that have been computed in the previous iteration.
We perform at most a iterations with the same value of a in
one round, where a is a tuning parameter. Then we reduce a
as described above. If the relative change jjx‘þ1 � x‘jj=jjx‘jj in
the layout is smaller than some threshold �, we directly reduce
the value of a and continuewith the next round.

3.2.2 Faster Local Improvement

The local optimization algorithm presented above has a theo-
retical running time of Oðn2Þ per iteration. To speed this up,
one can use approximations for the distances in the entropy
term in Eq. (2).We do this by taking the cluster structure com-
puted during coarsening into account: Let V1 [ . . . [ Vk be the
corresponding clustering andM : V ! V 0 ¼ f1; . . . ; kg be the
mapping that maps a vertex v 2 V to its coarse representative.
The first term in Eq. (2) is computed as before and the second
term is approximated by using the coordinates of the corre-
sponding coarse node. As a formula the second term written
without themultiplicative factor a

ru
becomes

X
u 6¼v

MðuÞ¼MðvÞ

rðu; vÞ þ
X
v02V 0

v0 6¼MðuÞ

nðv0Þ xu � x0v0
kxu � x0

v0 k2
�

X
fu;vg2E

rðu; vÞ; (3)

where x0 maps a coarse node to its coordinates and nðv0Þ is
the number of nodes that the coarse node v0 represents on the
current finer level. Note that this is different from the node
weight cðv0Þ which represents the number of original verti-
ces that the coarse node represents on the finest level.
Roughly speaking, we reduce the necessary amount of com-
putation to add up the values of r by summing up the cor-
rect values of r for all nodes that are in a sense close and
using approximations for nodes that are far away. In our
context, a node is close if it is in the same cluster as the cur-
rently processed node. If a node is not close, we use the
coordinate of its coarse representative instead. We avoid
unnecessary computation by scaling the approximated
value of r with the number nðv0Þ of nodes it represents and
adding approximated value of r only once. The last term in
Eq. (3) subtracts values of r for fu; vg 2 E that have been
added in the first two summations.

Note that if M is the identity, then the term in Eq. (3) is
the same as in the original Eq. (2). In this case the first two
summations add up the r-values for all pairs of nodes and
the last sum subtracts the r-values for pairs that are in E.

After the update of the nodes on the current level, we
update the coordinates of the nodes on the coarser level
used for approximation. This is necessary since we use the
coordinates on the coarser level in Eq. (3). We set the

Fig. 3. Contraction of a clustering (colors indicate cluster labels). Each clus-
ter of the graph on the left corresponds to a node in the graph on the right.
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coordinate of a node v0 on the coarser level to the barycenter
of the nodes represented by v0.

Note that one obtains even faster algorithms by using a
coarser version of the graph that is multiple levels beneath the
current level in the graph hierarchy. That means instead of
using the next coarser graph, we use the contracted graph
which is h > 1 levels beneath the current graph in the hierar-
chy for the second sum in Eq. (3)—the other two sums in this
equation remain as they are. If there is no such graph, we use
the coarsest graph in the hierarchy. Obviously this yields a
trade-off between solution quality and running time. Also
note that this introduces an additional error. To see this let u
be a node on the current level. We defineM-nodes (merged
nodes) as nodes that are not in the same cluster with respect
to the clustering on the current level but have the same
coarse representative on the level used for approximating
values of r. These nodes have been merged into the coarse
representative in later stages on the multilevel hierarchy.
Now, for a node u on the current level, the r-values of
M-nodes are not accounted for in Eq. (3). Hence, we look at
the parameter h carefully in Section 4 and evaluate its impact
on running time and solution quality.We call our algorithms
MulMent and denote by MulMenth the algorithm that uses
an h-level approximation of the r-values. With h ¼ 0 we
denote the quadratic-time algorithm. An analysis for the spe-
cial case that all clusters are always of equal size yields:

Proposition 1. Under the assumption that all clusters have
equal and optimal size, the running time of one iteration on the
finest level of algorithm MulMenth is Oðmþ n

hþ2
hþ1Þ, respec-

tively, where h � 0 is regarded constant.

Proof. The case h ¼ 0 is trivial. Hence, we start with h ¼ 1,
so that we look at the finest and the next coarser level. To
simplify the analysis of our algorithm, we assume that
the clustering algorithm always computes clusters of
equal size, i.e., each cluster contains exactly c vertices. In
this (admittedly very special) case, there are n=c clusters.
It is easy to see that we need OðdðvÞ þ cþ n=cÞ time to
evaluate Eq. (3) for a vertex v. The optimal value for c isffiffiffi
n
p

, which we obtain by basic calculus

@

@c
ðmþ ncþ n2=cÞ ¼ 0, n� n2=c2 ¼ 0, c ¼ ffiffiffi

n
p

: (4)

Inserting
ffiffiffi
n
p

for c and summing over all vertices, then
yields Oðmþ n3=2Þ overall time per iteration.

If we use the graph that is h � 2 levels beneath the fin-
est level for approximating r-values, we need
OðdðvÞ þ cþ n=chÞ time to compute the new coordinate
for a vertex v. Here we assume again that each cluster in
the hierarchy contains c vertices. Similar to Eq. (4), a sim-
ple analysis yields that the optimal value for c is ðhnÞ 1

hþ1.
Inserting the optimal value, assuming h to be constant,
and summing over all vertices, yields

Oðmþ n1þ1=ðhþ1Þ � h1=ðhþ1Þ þ n2�h=ðhþ1Þ � h�h=ðhþ1ÞÞ
¼ Oðmþ nðhþ2Þ=ðhþ1Þ þ n2�h=ðhþ1ÞÞ
¼ Oðmþ nðhþ2Þ=ðhþ1ÞÞ;

total time. tu
Properly implemented, multilevel algorithms lead to fast

convergence of their local optimizers. Moreover, the overall

work performed by the multilevel approach is only a con-
stant factor times the one on the finest level. This leads us to
the initial appraisal that the same asymptotic running times
may hold for the respective complete algorithms.

3.2.3 Shared-Memory Parallelization

Our shared-memory parallelization of an iteration of the
local optimizer uses OpenMP and works as follows: Since
new coordinates of the vertices in the same iteration can be
computed independently, we use multiple threads to do so.
The relative change in the layout jjx‘þ1 � x‘jj=jjx‘jj can be
computed in parallel using a reduce operation. Parallelism is
also used analogously when working on different levels for
the distance approximations in the entropy term. Other parts
of the overall algorithm could potentially be parallelized,
too—such as coarsening. However, already on medium
sized graphs coarsening consumes less than 5 percent of the
algorithm’s overall running time.Moreover, the relative run-
ning time of coarsening decreases evenmore with increasing
graph size so that the effort does not seemworth it.

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

4.1 Methodology

We have implemented2 the algorithm described above using
C++. Parallelization of our algorithm has been done using
OpenMP.We have compiled our programs using g++ 4.9 -O3
and OpenMP 3.1. Executables for PivotMDS (PMDS) [11] and
MaxEnt (GHN, for clarity we use the author names as acro-
nym) [6] have been kindly provided by Yifan Hu.When com-
paring layouts computed by different algorithms, we mostly
use the maxent-stress function MðxÞ as defined in Eq. (1) at
the final entropy scaling factor of a ¼ 0:008. This is of primary
importance since that is what GHN and MulMent optimize
for. The implementations PMDS and GHN sometimes com-
pute vertices that are on the same position. Hence, we add
small random noise to the coordinates of these layouts in
order to be able to compute themaxent-stress. More precisely,
for each of the components of the 2D-coordinate of a vertex,
we randomly add or subtract a random value from the inter-
val ½10�7; 10�4
. We follow the methodology of Gansner et al.
[6] and scale the layout of all algorithms tominimize the stress
to be fair to all methods: We find a scalar s such that ‘ðsÞ :¼P

u;v2V wuvðsjjxu � xvjj � duvÞ2 is minimized for a given
layout x, i.e., we solve @=@s‘ðsÞ ¼ 0.

4.1.1 Machine

Our machine has four Octa-Core Intel Xeon E5-4640 (Sandy
Bridge) processors (32 cores, 64 with hyperthreading active)
which run at a clock speed of 2.4 GHz. It has 512 GB local
memory, 20 MB L3-Cache and 8x256 KB L2-Cache. Unless
otherwise mentioned, our algorithms use all 64 cores
(hyperthreading) of that machine. Since PMDS and GHN
are sequential algorithms, they use one core of that machine.
Henceforth, one core of the machine is also called PE.

4.1.2 Algorithm Configuration

After a preliminary evaluation of the parameters, we fixed
the cluster coarsening parameters f to 20 and b to 2. The

2. We released the implementation of our algorithms as open source
in the KaDraw (Karlsruhe Graph Drawing) framework available at
http://algo2.iti.kit.edu/kadraw/.
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initial value of the penalty parameter a is set to 1. We per-
form at most a ¼ 2 iterations with the same value of a, while
it has not reached its minimum value of 0.008 after five
rounds. When it has reached its minimum value, we iterate
until the relative error jjx‘þ1 � x‘jj=jjx‘jj is smaller than 10�4

on instances with unit weight distances and 10�5 on instan-
ces that specify distances not equal to one. Yet, our experi-
ments indicate that our algorithm is not very sensitive to the

choice of these parameters. We evaluate the influence of the
approximation level h in Section 4.2.

4.1.3 Instances

We use the instances 1138 bus, USpowerGrid, bcsstk31,
commanche and luxembourg employed in [6] and extend the
set to include larger instances. We excluded the graphs gd,
qh882 and lp ship04l from [6] from our experiments since the
graphs are either not undirected or the corresponding matrix
is rectangular. Most of the instances taken from [6] are avail-
able at the Florida Sparse Matrix Collection [39]. The graphs
3elt, bcsstk31, fe pwt and auto are available at the Walshaw
benchmark archive [40]. The graphs delX are Delaunay trian-
gulations of 2X random points in the unit square [41]. More-
over, the graphs nyc and luxembourg are road networks.
These graphs have been taken from the benchmark set of the
9th and 10th DIMACS Implementation Challenge [42], [43]. A
summary of the basic properties of the instances can be found
in Table 1. In any case, we draw the largest connected compo-
nent if the graph has more than one. In most cases, due to the
lack of data we assume unit length edges, but also consider
graphs that have non-unit target edge lengths in Section 4.3.2.
The instances having non-unit distances are indicated with
the suffix ‘.d’ at the end of their name. As Gansner et al. [6],
we create such instances from graphs that already have an
embedding into the two dimensional plane, e.g., their original
coordinates. We then set the target length of an edge fu; vg to
the euclidean distance of its endpoints in the given embed-
ding. Each graph and its original embedding stem from the
same source.

4.2 Influence of Approximation and Scalability

In this section, we investigate the influence of the parameter h
on layout quality and running time (algorithmic speedup) as

TABLE 1
Basic Properties of the Benchmark Set

with a Rough Type Classification

graph n m Type Ref.

Small Graphs

btree 1,023 1,022 Binary Tree [39]
1138_bus 1,138 1,358 Power System [39]
USpowerGrid 4,941 6,594 US Power Grid [39]
3elt 4,960 13,722 Airfoil [40]
commanche 7,920 11,880 Helicopter [39]

Medium Graphs

bcsstk31 35,586 572,913 Automobile Comp. [40]
fe_pwt 36,519 144,794 Structural Problem [40]
del16 65,536 196,575 Delaunay Triang. [41]
luxembourg 114,599 119,666 Road Network [42]

Large Graphs

nyc 264,346 365,050 Road Network [43]
auto 448,695 3,314,611 Automobile [40]
del20 1,048,576 3,145,686 Delaunay Triang. [41]

Graphs with Non-Unit Distances

netz4505.d 1,961 2,578 2D Problem [39]
crack_dual.d 20,141 30,043 2D Problem [39]
shock.9.d 36,476 71,290 2D Problem [39]
luxembourg.d 114,599 119,666 Road Network [42]

Fig. 4. Running times and parallel speedups Sp of our algorithms on del20 (top row) and for auto (bottom row).
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well as the scalability of our algorithms with varying number
of threads (parallel speedup). We perform detailed experi-
ments on our medium sized networks (using 64 threads), see
Table 5. Also, we present parallel speedups and absolute run-
ning times on the largest graphs auto and del20, see Fig. 4.We
do not report layout quality metrics for auto and del20 since
the size of the network makes it infeasible to compute them
and the result of the algorithm is independent of the number
of threads used.

In general, the larger the graphs get, the larger the
algorithmic speedups obtained with increasing h. On the
smallest graph in this collection, we obtain an algorithmic
speedup of about three with h ¼ 6 (fe pwt) over
MulMent0. On the largest two instances in this section, we
obtain an algorithmic speedup of 30 with h ¼ 9 (auto) and
of 122 with h ¼ 10 (del20). In addition, the precise choice

of the parameter does not seem to have a very large
impact on solution quality on these graphs. This is also
due to the size of the networks. The metric under consid-
eration, maxent-stress, always remains comparable. On
all instances under consideration, we observe a locally
optimal value for h in terms of running time. It is around
seven and seems to get larger with increasing graph size.
This is due to the fact that too large values of h provide
less precision and slower convergence.

On del20, the scalability with the number of threads is
almost perfect for small values of h. With enabled hyper-
threading, we achieve slightly better speedups forMulMent0.
As less work has to be done for increasing h, speedups get
smaller. The smallest speedup on this graph has been
observed forMulMent10. In this case, we achieve a speedup of
11.5 using 64 threads overMulMent10 using one thread. With

TABLE 2
Different Metrics for Competing Algorithms and Running Times in Seconds (Bottom) per Graph

metric graph PMDS GHN MulMent0 MulMent1 MulMent2 MulMent7 MulMent10

Maxent stressMðxÞ: btree �7,231 -9,688 �9,128 �9,086 �9,102 �9,110 �9,134
1138_bus �10,973 -11,917 �11,312 �11,280 �11,223 �11,236 �11,226
USpowerG �260,708 -265,352 �262,664 �262,597 �262,411 �262,067 �260,938
3elt �276,808 -280,535 �280,004 �280,154 �280,169 �279,721 �276,893
commanche �950,570 �954,624 �962,521 �962,851 -963,107 �956,300 �956,237
bcsstk31 �15 M -15 M �15 M �15 M �15 M �15 M �15 M
fe_pwt �24 M -24 M �24 M �24 M �24 M �24 M �24 M
del16 �64 M -61 M �58 M �58 M �58 M �58 M �58 M
luxembourg �313 M -314 M �310 M �310 M �311 M �310 M �310 M

Neighborhood stress: btree 116.84 157.89 533.33 555.55 540.05 543.82 524.49
1138_bus 479.75 146.02 566.19 590.49 595.44 613.73 616.95
USpowerG 1,872.31 93.87 2,943.04 2,933.13 3,081.52 2,998.89 3,039.05
3elt 3,296.90 360.83 1,740.58 1,731.06 1,781.19 1,806.28 2,025.83
commanche 2,540.04 65.39 3,290.78 3,211.51 3,298.76 5,149.32 5,199.74
bcsstk31 187,877.04 63,388.96 164,399.71 164,819.11 170,533.23 168,118.52 174,934.06
fe_pwt 36,826.49 10,056.24 52,401.58 49,162.77 53,364.46 57,955.03 57,485.03
del16 56,165.66 30,643.39 98,939.31 98,869.32 99,824.12 102,697.35 102,783.52
luxembourg 34,345.39 1,473.68 280,867.55 291,947.69 265,045.16 279,390.37 294,867.63

Entropy: btree 0.92 M 1.23 M 1.21 M 1.21 M 1.21M 1.21 M 1.21 M
1138_bus 1.43 M 1.51 M 1.48 M 1.48 M 1.48M 1.48 M 1.48 M
USpowerGrid 32.82 M 33.18 M 33.20 M 33.19 M 33.19M 33.13 M 33.00 M
3elt 35.01 M 35.11 M 35.22 M 35.24 M 35.24M 35.19 M 34.86 M
commanche 119.14 M 119.34 M 120.73 M 120.76 M 120.80M 120.18 M 120.18 M
bcsstk31 1,878.37 M 1,883.95 M 1,886.30 M 1,885.88 M 1,887.67M 1,885.02 M 1879.62 M
fe_pwt 3,017.07 M 3,023.91 M 2,987.87 M 2,989.64 M 2,988.66M 2,988.59 M 2990.59 M
del16 8,002.76 M 7658.67M 7,279.56 M 7,280.71 M 7,266.44M 7,256.38 M 7275.05 M
luxembourg 39,181.61 M 39,281.21 M 38,857.13 M 38,859.20 M 38,860.01M 38,826.39 M 38800.15 M

Running time t½s
: btree 0.02 1.14 0.10 0.17 0.11 0.11 0.11
1138_bus 0.04 1.41 0.15 0.13 0.10 0.11 0.11
USpowerG 0.14 3.82 0.29 0.23 0.18 0.15 0.18
3elt 0.16 3.45 0.21 0.19 0.16 0.17 0.17
commanche 0.24 5.42 0.32 0.27 0.18 0.15 0.18
bcsstk31 3.44 48.48 5.63 3.97 2.70 1.75 1.82
fe_pwt 1.49 31.60 4.46 2.67 1.62 0.57 0.66
del16 2.86 61.42 13.63 7.75 4.38 1.01 1.10
luxembourg 3.10 96.10 40.94 22.87 12.53 1.31 1.39
nyc 9.03 233.94 216.27 119.33 64.19 4.68 3.70
auto 41.80 665.67 613.51 329.08 179.24 23.64 20.70
del20 53.80 1,125.03 3,303.82 1,749.77 922.10 51.35 27.01

Maxent-stressMðxÞ uses the final entropy scaling factor amin ¼ 0:008. Values marked with an M are in millions. Smaller is better, except for entropy. Best val-
ues per row are marked bold. Column PMDS (gray) does not optimize maxent-stress and is kept only as a reference since GHN uses PMDS to generate its initial
layout. PMDS and GHN use one core/thread, MulMent� use 32 cores (64 threads). Recall that GHN and MulMent optimize for MðxÞ. Running times of GHN
are without the time of PMDS (which yields input coordinates to GHN).
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even largerh, speedups increase again. The parallel scalability
on auto is similar.

Another interesting way to look at the data is the overall
speedup—algorithmic and parallel speedup combined—
achieved over MulMent0 using only one thread. The largest
overall speedup on del20 is obtained by MulMent10 using
64 threads. In this case, the overall speedup is larger than
4,000—reducing the running time of the algorithm from
30 hours to 27 seconds. Speedups over PMDS and GHN are
found in the next section.

4.3 Comparison to Other Drawing Algorithms

We now compare MulMent to the reference implementation
GHN [6]. We do this on all networks but only report quality
metrics for small and medium sized graphs since it is infea-
sible to compute quality metrics for the large graphs. We
report detailed data in Tables 2, 3, and 4. Figs. 5 and 6 give a

visual impression of the results computed by the three algo-
rithms for some instances.

4.3.1 Unweighted Instances

First, we consider instances with unit weight distances in
Table 2. Most importantly, although MulMent performs a
few percent worse in maxent-stress than GHN, the maxent-
stress of all layouts is more or less similar, i.e., the average
maxent-stress value ofMulMent0 is 2 percent larger on aver-
age. The quality ratio increases slightly for larger values of
h resulting in an average maxent-stress value of MulMent10
that is 2.5 percent larger on average compared to GHN.
Since maxent-stress consists of two (weighted) terms, neigh-
borhood stress and entropy, we also measured both terms
separately. GHN is stronger in minimizing neighborhood
stress, whereas MulMent and GHN perform comparably
well in the entropy term. We note that the entropy term
dominates the maxent-stress MðxÞ for the scaling factor
amin ¼ 0:008 taken from the reference implementation of
GHN [6]. Comparing PMDS to GHN, one can see that GHN
successfully improves the initial PMDS layout in all three
quality measures.

Our parallel implementations ofMulMent2;7;10 are always
faster than GHN, the latter two a factor 30 on average on the
unit weight instances. On the large graphs, MulMent10 is a
factor of 32 to 43 faster than GHN. In addition, MulMent7;10
are also several times faster than GHN when using one
thread only (see Table 3). For small and medium sized
graphs, the fastest running times are usually achieved by
MulMent2;7, whereas for large graphsMulMent10 runs fastest.

It is noteworthy that MulMent is still faster in comparison
if one equips GHN with a sophisticated multigrid solver (as
opposed to PCG in the original GHN implementation). In
Table 6, available in the online supplementalmaterial, we pro-
vide the results of our GHN reimplementation called MG-
GHN, which uses NetworKit’s LAMG implementation [44]

TABLE 3
Sequential Running Times in Seconds per Graph

(All Algorithms Use One Core Only)

graph PMDS+GHN MulMent7 MulMent10

btree 1.16 0.07 0.12
1138_bus 1.45 0.10 0.21
USpowerG 3.96 0.30 1.20
3elt 3.61 0.18 0.70
commanche 5.66 0.49 1.16
bcsstk31 51.92 4.41 7.79
fe_pwt 33.09 2.62 5.92
del16 64.28 6.35 10.95
luxembourg 99.2 16.51 22.32
nyc 242.97 78.34 53.24
auto 707.47 207.37 118.65
del20 1,178.83 1,101.82 310.29

Smaller is better. Fastest running times per row are marked bold. Column
PMDS+GHN includes generating the initial layout before running GHN.

TABLE 4
Different Metrics for Competing Algorithms and Running Times in Seconds (Bottom) per Graph on Instances with Distances d 6� 1

metric graph PMDS GHN MulMent0 MulMent1 MulMent2 MulMent7 MulMent10

Maxent stressMðxÞ: netz4505.d �99,844 -99,448 �98,349 �98,349 �98,352 �98,258 �98,442
crack_dual.d �21 M -20 M �18 M �18 M �18 M �18 M �18 M
shock.9.d �29 M -29 M �28 M �28 M �28 M �28 M �28 M
luxembourg.d �546 M -546 M �544 M �544 M �544 M �543 M �541 M

Neighborhood stress: netz4504.d 232 50 671 671 668 641 602
crack_dual.d 2,541 2,805 228,411 228,411 225,569 226,932 236,208
shock.9.d 6,095 2,254 31,873 31,981 30,065 33,955 34,691
luxembourg.d 23,497 2,378 306,206 306,240 319,244 301,535 326,786

Entropy: netz4504.d 12.5 M 12.4 M 12.4 M 12.4 M 12.4 M 12.4 M 12.4 M
crack_dual.d 2.56 B 2.49 B 2.30 B 2.30 B 2.31 B 2.32 B 2.33 B
shock.9.d 3.58 B 3.58 B 3.49 B 3.49 B 3.50 B 3.49 B 3.49 B
luxembourg.d 68.23 B 68.24 B 68.02 B 68.02 B 68.02 B 67.97 B 67.71 B

Running time t½s
: netz4505.d 0.04 1.58 0.50 0.39 0.32 0.28 0.33
crack_dual.d 0.40 17.06 7.46 7.60 4.69 0.99 1.84
shock.9.d 0.70 29.92 33.53 33.14 19.31 1.99 3.32
luxembourg.d 2.17 126.37 29.39 29.30 15.50 2.03 3.16

Maxent-stressMðxÞ uses the final entropy scaling factor amin ¼ 0:008. Values marked with an B are in billions. Smaller is better, except for entropy. Best values
per row are marked bold. Column PMDS (gray) does not optimize maxent-stress and is kept only as a reference since GHN uses PMDS to generate its initial lay-
out. PMDS and GHN use one core/thread,MulMent� use 32 cores (64 threads). Recall that only GHN and MulMent optimize forMðxÞ. PMDS (gray) does not
optimize maxent-stress but is used by GHN to generate the required initial layout. Running times of GHN are without the time of PMDS.
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as linear solver. MG-GHN comes close in quality to GHN;
deviations are caused by subtle implementation differences.
Its running time is a few times faster than GHN for the

larger instances. Still, and this is important to note,MulMent7
is usually significantly faster while reaching comparable
solution quality.

Fig. 5. Drawings of the largest connected components of selected benchmark graphs.
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Visually, the examples in Fig. 5 show that both algo-
rithms (and also PMDS as the initialization method of
GHN) produce layouts that have some structural similari-
ties, but yet each method produces a distinct layout. It is dif-
ficult to say that one of them would be better than the others
in an objective manner; ultimately this aesthetic rating

remains a subjective decision by the users. If we consider
the instance 3elt in the first row we notice that the structure
of the MulMent layout is similar to the PMDS layout, yet its
overall appearance is smoother without the creases pro-
duced by PMDS. GHN does not emphasize the voids as
much. The next instance, commanche (a mesh of a

Fig. 6. Drawings of the largest connected components of benchmark instances with edge lengths.
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helicopter), shows that the maxent stress optimization better
isolates the individual rotor blades than PMDS. This effect is
stronger in the MulMent layout than in the GHN layout.
The instance fe_pwt is a finite element mesh of a structural
element in mechanical engineering. Here the main differ-
ence is that the MulMent layout spreads out the ring with a
larger perimeter showing more detail, while the other two
methods have a higher level of overplotting. The binary tree
btree is a difficult instance for PMDS, where most branches
are collapsed, while GHN distributes the vertices evenly.
The MulMent layout sits in between the two extremes and
while edge lengths are less uniform, the tree structure is
well recognizable. The last instance, 1,138_bus, is another
sparse graph with many tree-like sub-components. PMDS
again collapses many branches while GHN distributes verti-
ces rather evenly. As before, the MulMent layout combines
features of the other two. In summary, MulMent handles
the angular separation of different components well in sev-
eral examples and is able to highlight certain local details
better than the other two. For trees and sparse graphs it
uses less uniform edge lengths and distributes vertices less
evenly compared to GHN, yet it is unclear whether this is a
more negative or more positive property.

4.3.2 Weighted Instances

In Table 4, we give detailed results for the algorithms under
consideration of weighted instances with non-unit target
edge lengths. Fig. 6 compares the visual results and also

presents the original 2D embedding fromwhich the distances
have been computed. The overall picture is similar to
unweighted instances, yet the stress values of GHN are con-
sistently a few percent better than for the MulMent algo-
rithms. On the other hand, our parallel MulMent
implementation remains generally much faster than GHN, in
particular,MulMent7 is up to 62 times faster than GHN. Inter-
estingly, PMDS seems to produce initial layouts for GHN
with bettermaxent stress values than the final GHN layout.

In Fig. 6 the first row contains the original geometries of
the three example graphs. The road network of Luxem-
bourg (left column) does not show large differences
between PMDS and GHN (recall that PMDS generates the
initial layout for GHN). An artifact in both layouts is that
many faces look like tiles or scales oriented towards the out-
side, while the faces in the layout of MulMent have mostly
convex shapes. The second instance, netz4504.d, is a rather
small 2D mesh with different densities. The layout of PMDS
is closest to the original geometry, while GHN distorts it
rather strongly and pulls it towards the densest part. The
MulMent layout reconstructs the geometry of the lower part
quite well, while the upper part is bent down in the middle.
Finally, shock9.d is an instance derived from a larger finite
element mesh. As in the previous instance, the PMDS layout
is closest to the original geometry, but does not recover the
semi-circle on the right well. The GHN layout adds only
minormodifications to the PMDS layout, while theMulMent
layout has an undulating appearance with more distortion.
In summary, for the edge-weighted instances it is apparent
that GHN modifies the PMDS layout as its initial layout,
which is often already a layout of good quality in our exam-
ples. In some cases, however, the modifications of GHN
even worsen the overall layout quality. MulMent handles
the road network with its more irregular edge lengths quite
well, but introduces some distortions when reconstructing
themore regular meshes.

4.4 Dynamic Networks

One of the main advantages of the iterative scheme is its
ability to use an existing layout for computing a new one,
e.g., for a graph that changes over time. We perform experi-
ments with dynamic graphs obtained by modifying our
medium sized networks and show that one obtains a rea-
sonable speedup in practice by using the given drawing of
the modified graph as input to our algorithm. Since we

TABLE 5
Influence of Parameter h

bcsstk31 fe pwt del16 luxembourg

h MðxÞ t[s] MðxÞ t[s] MðxÞ t[s] MðxÞ t[s]

0 �14,925 K 5.69 �23,850 K 4.44 �58,137 K 13.76 �310,576 K 41.02
1 �14,921 K 4.16 �23,867 K 2.64 �58,146 K 7.71 �310,585 K 22.86
2 �14,931 K 2.77 �23,855 K 1.67 �58,031 K 4.40 �310,615 K 12.64
3 �14,935 K 2.28 �23,864 K 1.11 �57,980 K 2.69 �310,596 K 6.85
4 �14,933 K 2.01 �23,874 K 0.88 �57,968 K 1.95 �310,659 K 4.04
5 �14,921 K 1.88 �23,861 K 0.77 �57,940 K 1.47 �310,546 K 2.46
6 �14,919 K 1.81 �23,852 K 0.69 �57,884 K 1.14 �310,370 K 1.73
7 �14,912 K 1.82 �23,850 K 0.59 �57,948 K 1.17 �310,331 K 1.35
8 �14,888 K 1.88 �23,862 K 0.68 �58,005 K 0.96 �310,215 K 1.24
9 �14,877 K 1.86 �23,857 K 0.63 �58,052 K 0.99 �310,148 K 1.25
10 �14,861 K 1.86 �23,867 K 0.74 �58,097 K 1.20 �310,106 K 1.48
11 �14,850 K 2.09 �23,879 K 0.80 �58,138 K 1.41 �310,072 K 2.01

M measures maxent-stress and t is running time in seconds. Smaller values are better. Values marked with a K are given in thousands.

TABLE 6
Maxent StressMðxÞ and Average Sequential Running Time in
Seconds for GHN, Our Alternative GHN Implementation Using
the Multigrid Solver LAMG for Solving the Laplacian Linear

Systems (MG-GHN), and forMulMent7, Respectively

GHN MG-GHN MulMent7

graph MðxÞ t MðxÞ t MðxÞ t

btree �9,688 1.14 �9,248 1.08 �9,110 0.07
1138_bus �11,917 1.41 �11,506 1.56 �11,236 0.10
USpowerG �265,352 3.82 �267,499 0.47 �262,067 0.30
3elt �280,535 3.45 �278,790 1.85 �279,721 0.18
commanche �954,624 5.42 �930,962 0.98 �956,300 0.49
bcsstk31 �15 M 48.48 �15 M 8.25 �15 M 4.41
fe_pwt �24 M 31.60 �24 M 5.92 �24 M 2.62
del16 �61 M 61.42 �58 M 25.69 �58 M 6.35
luxembourg �314 M 96.10 �309 M 18.28 �310 M 16.51
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focus on graphs with reasonable locality, we define a ran-
dom model that modifies the edges of a graph by removing
random edges and inserting edges between vertices that are
not too far apart. To be more precise, we start with an input
graph G and perform a breadth first search from a random
start vertex to compute a random spanning tree. We then
remove x% undirected non-tree edges at random in the
beginning. Note that this ensures that the graph stays con-
nected. Afterwards, we insert x% new edges as follows. We
pick a random vertex and insert an undirected edge to a
random vertex that has distance 1 < d � D in the original
graph G, where D is a tuning parameter. We denote the
graph that results out of this process as Q.

We compute two layouts ofQ. The first one updates coor-
dinates given by an initial layout of G (update algorithm).
The second layout is computed by our algorithm from
scratch (scratch algorithm), i.e., discarding the initial layout
and using MulMenth to compute the result. In the first case,
we start directly at the penalty level a ¼ 0:008 and only
update coordinates on the finest level of the hierarchy. We
compute the graph hierarchy as before but stop the coarsen-
ing process after the computation of h levels. Coordinates of
the nodes on the approximation level are set to the middle
point of the nodes in the corresponding cluster initially.

We vary x 2 f1; 5g, D 2 f2; 16g and h 2 f0; 7g. We omit
detailed experimental data and summarize the results. As
expected, the running time of the update algorithm (tdyn) is
always smaller than the running time of the scratch algo-
rithm (tscratch). As MulMent7 performs less work than
MulMent0, algorithmic speedups are always larger for the
latter. This can also be seen in Fig. 7, which presents the
speedup for different configurations. For h ¼ 0, the update
algorithm is a factor of 4 faster than the scratch algorithm on
average. On the other hand, for h ¼ 7 the update algorithm
is about twice as fast on average as the scratch algorithm.
Solution quality is not influenced much. On average, maxent-
stress improves by 1 percent compared to the scratch algo-
rithm. The algorithmic speedup does not seem to be largely
influenced by D. However, we expect that much larger val-
ues ofD decrease the advantage of the update algorithm.

5 CONCLUSION

Wehave presented a newmultilevel algorithm for iteratively
and approximately optimizing the maxent-stress model, a
model proposed by Gansner et al. [6] to avoid typical pitfalls
of other stress models. From the experimental evaluation we
conclude that our parallel algorithm produces layouts with
similar visual quality and maxent-stress values as the refer-
ence implementation [6]. At the same time it is on average 30
times faster on instances with unit-weight distances, even
more for dynamic graphs. Moreover, our algorithm is even
up to twice as fast as one of the fastest stress-based algo-
rithms PivotMDS [11]. It thus combines the high speed of
PivotMDS with the high visual quality of Maxent in a single
algorithm, if amulticore system is available.

Within the multilevel scheme, we use distance functions
on the coarse levels to obtain good initial drawings on the
finer levels that are improved by the iterative formula. In
future work, it would be interesting to find better distance
functions, and hence obtain even better drawings. One idea
would be to estimate the area necessary to draw the graph
with specified distances. If this can be done in linear time,
then one can directly obtain better distance functions.
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